
Chapter 3986 

“One of the most painful things about love is the separation of yin and yang.” 

“But if I say, the person you care about is still alive?” 

The man continued talking. 

This time, Helen Qiu’s steps to leave immediately stopped. 

She turned abruptly and looked at each other with a surprised look. 

Obviously, Helen Qiu didn’t think that the other party had guessed her thoughts. 

And, it was amazing. 

“Who do you think is dead?” Helen Qiu asked again. 

“Who else could it be?” 

“Of course it’s your man, Mark.” 

boom! 

The man’s words were like thunder falling. 

Helen Qiu was immediately stunned. 

She asked the other person with trembling body: “You… Who are you?” 

“How do you know Mark?” 

The man smiled: “You don’t need to know my identity. You just need to know that I came here today to 

give you a chance.” 

“Presumably you should understand the gap between you and Mark.” 

“Even if Mark is not dead, he is still alive. With your current ability and level, you are not destined to 

stay with him for a long time.” 

“His world is a sword, light, sword and shadow. His journey is the sea of stars.” 

“And you, just a commoner in the market, have no power to hold a chicken. What you see and hear is 

nothing but firewood, rice, oil and salt, and you go to work and go to get off work.” 

“Now you and him are people from two worlds.” 

The man’s words made Helen Qiu’s eyelids droop gradually. 

yes. 

In fact, since Mark became the honor of Noirfork, Helen Qiu found that he was getting farther and 

farther away from Mark’s world. 

A kind of inferiority from the heart, has long followed. 



Even if Mark didn’t die, Helen Qiu felt that it would be difficult for her and Mark to reach the end. 

Even if people from two worlds sleep together, they will only have different dreams in the same bed. 

“If you are willing to be ordinary, you can ignore my words and pretend that you haven’t seen me 

today.” 

“But if you are unwilling and want to stand at the same height as Mark and catch up with him, then 

come with me.” 

“Don’t worry, I have no ill will towards you.” 

“If there is, with my strength, there is no need to go around this circle with you. I will take your life 

without any effort.” 

The man stands with his hands behind his back. 

His deep eyes fell on the beautiful woman in front of him. 

He didn’t speak anymore, just looked at her, waiting for her choice. 

Helen Qiu was silent for a long time. 

Finally, she raised her head and looked at the man: “I just want to know, Mark, is he really still alive?” 

The man nodded: “Of course. You silly girl, have you forgotten that when Mark was buried, what was in 

the coffin wasn’t Mark’s body?” 

“Then why didn’t he come to me?” Qiu Mu asked with red eyes. 

The man shook his head and smiled: “Looking for you? Why is he looking for you? Can you help him? 

You don’t even have the power to protect yourself. When he comes to you, he might even harm you.” 

“Don’t you feel it, that kid, in fact, he always wanted to treat you as a flower and plant it in the 

greenhouse.” 

“He doesn’t want you to block the wind and rain outside, and you can’t block it either.” 

The man’s words were harsh, but Helen Qiu couldn’t find any reason to refute it. 

Yes, after all, Helen Qiu was a useless person after all, someone who could only be protected. 

“it is good!” 

“I’ll go with you!” 

Helen Qiu suddenly clenched her palm, her eyes full of strength and stubbornness. 

The man nodded with satisfaction: “Well, go back and bring that little guy.” 

“Little guy?” Helen Qiu wondered. 

“Just the little guy from you and Marksheng. Why, if you want to leave him alone, can’t you be an 

orphan? Being a father is not reliable, so I have to personally train the little guy to grow up.” The man 

finally said what he meant. . 



He came to Jiangbei mainly to take that little guy away. 

The blood descendants of the Chu family are destined to be extremely talented. 

If he didn’t tune in early, he would undoubtedly be wasting his talent. 

As for the chance to send Helen Qiu, it was just a matter of convenience. 

“You are late, I have already sent him away.” Helen Qiu said. 

“what?” 

“You sent my grandson… little guy away?” 

“Who is it for?” The man was anxious and stared. 

Chapter 3987 

“This, no comment.” 

“In short, it’s the hands of the people who Mark trusts the most.” 

“If you want to beat my son’s ideas, I advise you to die early.” 

Compared with the strange man in front of him, Helen Qiu obviously trusted Ericson Li and the others 

more. 

She had no love for her life, so she took the risk and went with him. 

But that child, Helen Qiu would obviously not be handed over to him. 

Although Helen Qiu knew very well that the young lady was not her own. 

But the past few years have been dependent on each other, and the relationship between Helen Qiu 

and the little guy has long been like a biological mother and son. 

The identity of the man in front of her is unknown, and she can take risks on her own, but she will never 

let the little guy follow him. 

The middle-aged man almost fainted when he heard this. 

The descendants of his own lineage, dare he not even have the qualifications to watch it? 

“That’s all.” 

“It’s better to leave that little guy here.” 

“After all, there is still a biological father here?” 

“As a son, it’s best to follow your father.” 

Seeing that the little guy’s wish came to nothing, the man was inevitably a little disappointed. 

However, since it was a step late, the little guy had already been picked up by others, so the man simply 

didn’t ask for it any more. 



Only Helen Qiu was taken away. 

Before leaving, the man asked Helen Qiu to take a final look at this world. 

“Finally, let’s take a look at this world as a mortal.” 

“When you come back again, the world in your eyes will be another scene.” 

When a person stands on the top of the mountain and looks down at the world, what he sees and hears 

will be completely different. 

“However, have you really figured it out?” 

“Opportunity also represents suffering.” 

“Baojianfeng comes from sharpening, and the fragrance of plum blossoms comes from bitter cold.” 

“Next, what I’m going to take you on is a road to the top, and a road that is difficult, bumpy and full of 

suffering.” 

“I regret it now, it’s still too late!” 

The man stood with his hands behind his back, his deep and distant gaze, once again looked at the 

beautiful and intoxicating woman in front of him. 

In a tone of elders teaching juniors, like her final inquiry. 

This time, Helen Qiu clenched her palms without any hesitation, “I’m not afraid.” 

Soon, Helen Qiu followed the middle-aged man and left West Lake, Lin’an, and Jiangbei. 

When Helen Qiu finally looked back at this piece of land, the light and shadow of that person filled her 

mind. 

“Mark, wait!” 

“I’ll impress you when I come back.” 

“At that time, I will stand at a higher place than you, and tell you, I, Helen Qiu, will always be your boss! 

Always on top of you!” 

Helen Qiu left quietly. 

Like the fallen leaves that fell on the roadside and didn’t attract anyone’s attention. 

Mark, who is far away in India, is naturally ignorant of everything that happened in Jiangbei. 

After leaving the customs, Mark was dragged by Noya and went to the mall to buy clothes for Gita. 

It can be said to buy clothes for Gita, but the reality is that every time Noya passes a men’s clothing 

store, she pushes Mark in to try on the clothes. 

“Hmph, sister, you are partial.” 

“You agreed to buy me clothes, but you just show it to big brother.” 



Geeta is very opinionated. 

Noya rubbed his little head and told him to buy Mark’s for you. 

For Noah’s enthusiasm, Mark is not easy to refuse. 

After being in retreat for such a long time, he was also disheveled, like a savage. 

It’s really time for a new outfit. 

“I don’t think you’re handsome, aren’t you?” 

Looking at the radiant man in front of him, the little deer in Noya’s heart collided again, and looking at 

Mark’s eyes, it became hot again. 

She has known Mark for a long time. 

But for a long time, Mark has been very casual about his image management. 

Dressing and hairstyles are all simple and comfortable 

 


